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Challenges and Opportunities in Data Visualization Education:
A Call to Action

Benjamin Bach , Mandy Keck , Fateme Rajabiyazdi , Tatiana Losev , Isabel Meirelles , Jason Dykes ,
Robert S. Laramee , Mashael AlKadi, Christina Stoiber , Samuel Huron , Charles Perin ,
Luiz Morais, Wolfgang Aigner , Doris Kosminsky , Magdalena Boucher , Søren Knudsen ,

Areti Manataki, Jan Aerts , Uta Hinrichs , Jonathan C. Roberts and Sheelagh Carpendale
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Individual Experiences 7 Themes: 19 Practical Challenges21 Authors 43 Research Questions 5 Opportunities & Call-to-action 
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Fig. 1: Overview of contributions, contributors and methods.

Abstract—This paper is a call to action for research and discussion on data visualization education. As visualization evolves and
spreads through our professional and personal lives, we need to understand how to support and empower a broad and diverse
community of learners in visualization. Data Visualization is a diverse and dynamic discipline that combines knowledge from different
fields, is tailored to suit diverse audiences and contexts, and frequently incorporates tacit knowledge. This complex nature leads
to a series of interrelated challenges for data visualization education. Driven by a lack of consolidated knowledge, overview, and
orientation for visualization education, the 21 authors of this paper—educators and researchers in data visualization—identify and
describe 19 challenges informed by our collective practical experience. We organize these challenges around seven themes People,
Goals & Assessment, Environment, Motivation, Methods, Materials, and Change. Across these themes, we formulate 43 research
questions to address these challenges. As part of our call to action, we then conclude with 5 cross-cutting opportunities and respective
action items: embrace DIVERSITY+INCLUSION, build COMMUNITIES, conduct RESEARCH, act AGILE, and relish RESPONSIBILITY. We aim
to inspire researchers, educators and learners to drive visualization education forward and discuss why, how, who and where we
educate, as we learn to use visualization to address challenges across many scales and many domains in a rapidly changing world:
viseducationchallenges.github.io.

Index Terms—Data Visualization, Education, Challenges

1 INTRODUCTION

Education in data visualization is crucial for a data-literate, informed,
and critical society that is ever more reliant on data in all spheres of
life. As evidence of that, we are seeing increasing numbers of vi-
sualizations in news, as part of public dashboards, and in scientific
reports [110]. Likewise, we see an increase in the number of textbooks,
software tools, courses, workshops, and other resources [91] to aid
with the reading, design, and creation of visualizations. Given these
developments and the indisputable power of visualization to analyze,
explore, communicate—and equally manipulate and deceive [104]—
visualization literacy skills [27, 32] are paramount. Consequently, ed-
ucation in visualization becomes a crucial frontier within a discipline
that, despite origins millennia back, is in many ways nascent. As educa-
tors and members of a global (scientific) community at the forefront of
knowledge generation, it is our responsibility to engage in knowledge
transfer, develop creative and practical approaches to education, and
lead the research necessary to understand and improve education.

Manuscript received xx xxx. 201x; accepted xx xxx. 201x. Date of Publication
xx xxx. 201x; date of current version xx xxx. 201x. For information on
obtaining reprints of this article, please send e-mail to: reprints@ieee.org.
Digital Object Identifier: xx.xxxx/TVCG.201x.xxxxxxx

While a lot can be learned about education from other disciplines
and general educational theories, education for visualization requires
individual consideration for a variety of reasons. Visualization as a
field integrates knowledge and methods from a wide range of disci-
plines such as statistics, design, art, geography, biology, psychology,
cognitive science, computer science, and data science, to name just
a few. It is a discipline that combines complex theory and applied
craft, diverse domain knowledge and applied problem-solving skills,
creativity, and criticality, design expertise and design thinking—all
alongside a profound familiarity with data, technology, and human
beings. Visualization also creates a growing set of very specific knowl-
edge and methods for, e.g., visualization evaluation [83], visualization
techniques and algorithms, visual variables and mappings [35], visual-
ization design [104] and design patterns [13], interaction [137], case
studies [123], technology [49], data-driven storytelling [111], task ab-
straction and theoretic models [101], or programming libraries and
tools for visualizations [25]. Eventually, because of its applied na-
ture and consequent demand across disciplines, visualization education
needs to go beyond traditional classroom and student-oriented educa-
tion and start cater to audiences as diverse as PhD students, children,
researchers, working professionals, educators, decision-makers, and do-
main collaborators, taking into account their respective agendas, goals,
and contexts. However, despite many dynamic scientific initiatives at
workshops [10, 64, 65, 72, 73, 116], panels [62, 95], and a special issue
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on visualization literacy [14], visualization is still lacking a theory of
education and an established body of knowledge of its own. Hence, it
is timely to ask questions such as: What are the challenges in visual-
ization education? What can we do as researchers to address these?
What opportunities arise from this for the visualization community?

In this paper, we issue a call-to-action for answering these questions
and to motivate research in visualization education. Our work initiated
from a 1-week Dagstuhl research seminar on Visualization Empower-
ment: How to Teach and Learn Data Visualization in the summer of
2022 [11, 12]. It then evolved over the following year through regu-
lar reading, reflection, discussion and knowledge exchange to share,
situate and structure our personal experiences with visualization edu-
cation (Sec. 3). This process led us to describe 19 challenges grouped
into seven themes: PEOPLE, GOALS&ASSESSMENT, MOTIVATION,
METHODS, ENVIRONMENT, MATERIALS, and CHANGE (see Sec. 4).
Our goal is to discuss these challenges in the context of visualization
and capture a rich picture of the current state of visualization education
as experienced by the 21 authors as educators and academics in data
visualization. This bottom-up process aims to provide an empirical
reference point to inform discussion, research, and practical advice
for visualization educators as well as inspire the community to work
towards broader and better data visualization education.

To that end, each of our challenges led us to formulate one or
more research questions (Q1-Q43) that highlight the need for con-
certed activity: issues we need to better understand, solutions we
need to invent, approaches we need to evaluate, theories we need
to create, etc. Eventually, our call-to-action details five opportuni-
ties—DIVERSITY+INCLUSION, COMMUNITIES, RESEARCH, AGILITY,
and RESPONSIBILITY More info and supplementary material on
viseducationchallenges.github.io.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Formulating challenges and research agendas is a useful form to reflect
and generate new perspectives to facilitate change in the community.
For example, writings in visualization research discuss unsolved chal-
lenges in scientific visualization [68, 69], immersive analytics [49], vi-
sual analytics [127], information visualization [37,71], human-centered
and multifield visualization [84], or top challenges for visualization
and machine learning [129]. Agendas about education elucidate gen-
eral computing education challenges (e.g., establishing e-learning as a
credible alternative to face-to-face) and list specific agenda items [96].
Papers calling for education in visualization have a long tradition, too,
perhaps starting with Domik asking “Do We Need Formal Education
in Visualization?” in 2000 [44]. That article summarizes discussions
from the ACM SigGraph subcommittee of Education for Visualization
during the 1990s and lists interrelated reasons for formal education,
including: erroneous interpretations of visualizations are created care-
lessly; substantial amounts of complex knowledge being necessary to
prevent this; and, decision making being increasingly based on visual
representations. These reasons remain, but the skill sets, competencies
and contexts have developed significantly, in particular in the area of
information visualization, concerned with more abstract visual rep-
resentations. Later papers expanded and reinforced Domik’s call in
2007 [117], 2008 [79], and 2019 [118]. However, no one has attempted
a broad, experience-based, and structured approach to describing chal-
lenges and research questions in visualization education.

We are aware that many challenges faced by visualization educators
and learners are common to education in general. Instructors need
to design teaching situations [56], motivate students to learn [42],
actively promote the topic and its purpose [42], deliver accurate content,
develop individuals’ skills, create an effective and inclusive learning
environment [89], design and appropriate learning materials [36], and
account for cultural, cognitive, and disciplinary diversity of learners [51,
114, 128]. We discuss how these challenges unfold in visualization and
what that implies for research on visualization literacy, design and
critical thinking, creativity, ethical grounding, and computational skills.

Visual literacy is considered “the ability to ‘read’, interpret, and
understand the information presented in pictorial or graphic im-
ages” [134] (p. 114). More specifically, visualization literacy can

be described as “the ability to confidently use a given data visualization
to translate questions specified in the data domain into visual queries in
the visual domain, as well as interpreting visual patterns in the visual
domain as properties in the data domain.” [27]. These capabilities re-
late closely to graphicacy a key competency with persuasive advocates
[15] that sits alongside literacy, numeracy and articulacy as an educa-
tional foundation. Visualization educators should aim to develop these
competencies into what Kerzner et al. [80] describe as a “visualization
mindset”, or “the set of beliefs and attitudes held [...], including an
evolving understanding about domain challenges and visualization”.

Consequently, many researchers have developed tests for visualiza-
tion literacy [8, 55, 86] and approaches to help develop skills: from
hands-on activities [65], learning-by-playing [7], peer reviewing [52],
data physicalizations [66, 108, 136] to broader methods such as de-
sign sketching [113], project-based learning [75], and learning through
analogy [115]. Most recently, Firat et al. [50] review over 70 papers
that examine, test and study visualization literacy skills. They provide
inspiration for our work but do not address wider issues associated with
educational methods, contexts and research that develop literacy.

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Authors
We are 21 educators and researchers in academia (10 F, 11 M), teaching
in the UK (7), Canada (5), Austria (4), Brazil (2), France (1), Belgium
(1), and Denmark (1)—who all met at the Dagstuhl seminar mentioned
above. Through a structured survey, we collected information about au-
thors’ visualization courses (i.e., topics, methods, tools, and materials)
and target audiences. This section summarizes the results of this survey,
while more information can be found in the supplementary materials.

Our self-described backgrounds include Information Visualization,
Scientific Visualization, Visual Analytics, Human-Computer Interaction,
Epistemology, Design, and Cartography. We work at schools and
departments in computer science and engineering (9), art and design (4),
and institutes that embrace a multidisciplinary approach (8), including
bioinformatics, interactive arts and technology, and communication
science. We are early career educators and established faculty with
teaching experience from 1-33 years (average: 8 years). We teach from
university undergraduate levels upwards, including master, PhD, and
working professionals. In addition to 1:1 supervision, we teach classes
ranging in size from fewer than 10 students to more than 200.

The topics we teach include the history of data visualization, trends
of change, critical and ethical perspectives on data visualization, data
and task abstraction, visualization techniques, visual encoding and
design, cognition and perception, design processes and guidelines, vi-
sualization development, evaluation, and communication with data
visualization. We employ various activities in class, including data
generation and preparation, sketching, constructing/deconstructing vi-
sualizations, card-based games, critiquing visualizations, and technical
learning. Most of us use a project-based approach and encourage stu-
dents to bring their own datasets for their projects. Some of us engage
students with real-world datasets from open repositories, APIs or ex-
ternal collaborators. We use and teach various tools, such as design
tools (e.g., Adobe Illustrator), visualization frameworks (e.g., D3.js) or
visualization software (e.g., Tableau).

So, while we represent highly western-centric and, hence, evidently
partial, perspectives on visualization education, our experience of vi-
sualization education covers a broad range of contexts, approaches,
topics, methods, and tools. This further emphasizes the complexity of
this topic, challenges, and the questions that follow.

3.2 Identifying Challenges, Questions, and Opportunities
We identified several phases in our process of characterizing and clari-
fying the challenges: preparing, sharing, defining, developing, refining,
calling-to-action. In preparing for the Dagstuhl seminar [12], the four
seminar organizers invited 66 researchers, practitioners and educators
active in the areas of visualization, pedagogy and education, art &
design, and cognitive psychology. The organizers strove for participant
diversity in terms of disciplinary background, gender, geographic loca-
tion, and level of experience. 41 participants accepted the invitation.
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(1) Sharing experiences at Dagstuhl helped participants understand
the diversity of the attendees, which was achieved through talks, hands-
on and brainstorming activities, as well as group discussions. Residen-
tial workshops, such as Dagstuhl, enable people to socialize, in formal
and informal ways, providing a rich environment for open academic
discussions and reflection on visualization teaching practices. For
instance, the topic brainstorming session enabled themes, challenges
and topics to be confirmed, resulting in the formation of working groups
on Creativity, Diversity, and Teaching Methods among others. In each
group, practices and experiences were shared and discussed freely
and without specific external agenda. While the groups worked inde-
pendently on their respective questions and outputs, links were made
between groups and discussion topics through shared files, backchan-
nel instant messaging, and daily progress presentations. Discussions
within these working groups had a significant impact on the themes,
challenges and questions we describe in this paper. To (2) collect the
challenges, 15 participants gathered on the last day of the seminar
for a 1h brainstorm to write an initial set of challenges in education,
prompted through their experiences and discussions and reflections at
the seminar. A shared document was jointly edited, producing an initial
list of approximately 60 individual challenges (which we referenced as
LIST-1). Each challenge had a title and a few accompanying sentences.

The next phase was to (3) develop, refine, and group the chal-
lenges in LIST-1, beyond the seminar. Through several all-invited
teleconference meetings, we started discussions to group challenges
into higher-level concepts, which we called themes: Audiences, Con-
tent, Methods, Evaluation, Motivation, and Resources. Our idea was to
categorize the challenges, to better grasp the range of themes, but also
to practically divide into sub-groups and delve into details within each
theme. We found that these themes corresponded to general themes
in education (e.g., [42, 56]) giving us confidence that we covered a
wide range of topics. We discussed alternative groupings that, e.g.,
differentiate between challenges for educators and challenges for learn-
ers, research-related vs. practical challenges, and short- and long-term
challenges. These groupings did not materialize further as we found
them to be either too high-level and unspecific or too strongly linked
and narrow. Likewise, we leave challenges and themes related to spe-
cific sub-fields of visualization, such as evaluation or storytelling, for
another paper and instead focus on a general overview over challenges,
while avoiding challenges that we deem through our discussions to be
too specific or too general.

After agreeing to the six initial challenge themes, we formed a
working group for each to further develop the themes and related
challenges. All Dagstuhl participants were invited to join a group,
the 21 participants who did so are authors of this paper. Tasked with
extending, refining, merging, and scrutinizing and, finally, describing
challenges within each theme, the six groups worked asynchronously
for approximately two-three months, with weekly discussion meetings.

The next stage was (4) formulating, reviewing and further re-
fining the challenges. A review process within and across groups
allowed us to evaluate the complexity of individual challenges and
how specific these were to visualization education. At this point, we
started differentiating challenges (again) into challenges for research
and challenges from practice. We realized that our challenges would
reflect our own experience in education practice which would make
them much more grounded than general challenges. We also found that
each practical challenge led to several research challenges, which we
decided to frame as research questions from here on. Each can be
preceded with a common stem, such as “How can we...”, and allowed
adverbs to be inserted as required – “effectively, efficiently, reliably,
adequately, provisionally”, etc. This differentiation helped us focus
and frame the contribution of this paper, including the opportunities
in our call-to-action. For example at this point, we decided to omit
generic challenges with regard to scalability because these represented
general challenges relevant but not specific to visualization. Some chal-
lenges, that were too specific were merged with others; e.g., we merged
challenges on teaching children with challenges around learners more
generally. Terminology and theme names were also reviewed as part
of this phase. For example, we decided to rename the Audience theme

into People to reflect an active and non-hierarchical connotation. This
review process resulted in 59 challenges (LIST-2), distributed across six
themes: People (formerly Audience), Goals & Assessment (formerly
Content & Evaluation), Methods, Motivation, Resources, and Diversity
(new). Some themes, such as People, included as few as 4 challenges;
others such as Methods up to 13 challenges. Some of these challenges
were organized hierarchically, with super and sub-challenges.

To refine these further, we held weekly (one hour) “town hall”
meetings attended by between half and all of the authors, including at
least one representative from each working group. These meetings were
held over the course of four months and discussed (a) what challenges
to include within each theme, and (b) how to frame these consistently
across the themes. In between town-hall meetings, groups were tasked
to i) within their theme, identify those challenges most relevant to
visualization education, ii) write detailed descriptions of these, and iii)
identify open research questions emerging from these challenges to be
addressed by the community to advance our understanding and practice
of visualization teaching and learning. As part of this process (LIST-
3), some groups characterized challenges not captured in LIST-1 and
LIST-2. Through this process, our goal was to express the challenges
in an inspirational way.

Continual discussion, reflection, revision and review enabled us
to converge towards the final set of challenges and themes described
in Sec. 4 (LIST-4), and inform opportunities in our call-to-action. To
achieve consistency across themes and challenges, we agreed on a con-
sistent structure for each challenge, comprising i) a headline (headed
by icons in Sec. 4), ii) a text describing the challenge and limitations of
current approaches, and iii) one or more open research questions to be
addressed as part of research and practice (concluding each challenge in
Sec. 4). This final set of themes, challenges and questions was reviewed
again across groups in the wake of (5) formulating opportunities. For
instance, we considered diversity an opportunity for our call to ac-
tion (DIVERSITY+INCLUSION), rather than a challenge. Opportunities
(Sec. 5) resulted again from extensive discussions during the town hall
meetings, which were informed by our challenges and individual group
discussions. The objective of these opportunities is to find actionable
pathways to address our challenges and associated research questions.
Their development resulted in a late change – a new theme of CHANGE
with two challenges that took shape only while opportunities were
discussed. The paper was written in a flexible and collaborative way,
creating new discussions and framing a shared understanding and story.

4 CHALLENGES IN PRACTICE AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This section discusses our final set of 19 challenges, summarized in
Tab. 1. We start with challenges related to PEOPLE, as people are core
to education and have strong implications for any of the challenges in
the other themes. We then continue with themes in the order in which
decisions in these themes inform each other: GOALS&ASSESSMENT
and MOTIVATION, then METHODS and ENVIRONMENT which have a
mutual relationship, and eventually MATERIALS and the overarching
theme of CHANGE.

4.1 Challenge theme: PEOPLE (PPL)
We differentiate between educators (those planning, preparing, conduct-
ing, facilitating, and evaluating learning), and learners (those wanting
to gain experience and skills whether obliged or voluntarily). As data
visualization education spreads across disciplines, educators and learn-
ers increasingly come from a vast range of backgrounds and levels of
education, industry and academia, from different segments of society,
age groups, cultures, disciplines, and work environments, and have
different objectives in learning about visualizations. In fact, many disci-
plines currently discuss challenges and strategies for incorporating data
analysis and data visualization in their course offerings and curricula
in, e.g., Art [19], Computer Science [14], Design [99, 105], Digital Hu-
manities [16], English Studies [58], Math [124], Political Sciences [63],
Statistics [93], Secondary Education [74, 87]).

PPL1: Impact of educators’ diverse backgrounds on visu-
alization teaching—Some educators have training in edu-
cation but many of us in academia do not. Likewise, disci-
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Tag Challenge
PEOPLE

PPL1 Impact of educators’ diverse backgrounds on visualization teaching
PPL2 Leveraging and catering to learners’ diverse backgrounds, goals, and

needs
PPL3 Acknowledging and embracing diversity to allow for mutual learning

GOALS&ASSESSMENT
GA1 Identifying learning goals and designing objectives tailored to spe-

cific groups of learners
GA2 Assessing creative, project-based, and problem-oriented work in a

fair and efficient manner
GA3 Assessing learners’ work at scale and distance

MOTIVATION
MTV1 Communicating the need for visualization education
MTV2 Retaining motivation during learning visualization

METHODS
MTH1 Fostering core skills around visual representation and interaction
MTH2 Developing ‘specific’ and ‘general’ skills and competencies
MTH3 Adapting methods to learners and contexts

ENVIRONMENT
ENV1 Providing environments for hands-on, creative, and collaborative

work
ENV2 Using online, hybrid, informal & workplace environments

MATERIALS
MAT1 Finding, evaluating, and adapting materials
MAT2 Reusing and adapting materials
MAT3 Creating and updating materials
MAT4 Creating materials for informal, self-paced learning

CHANGE
CHG1 Understanding the role and effects of AI
CHG2 Overcoming inertia and adapting to change

Table 1: Overview of our 19 challenges grouped into seven themes, all
discussed in Section 4.

plinary backgrounds and familiarity with visualization influence the
topics educators emphasize and their methods. For example, educators
in the humanities might emphasize certain visualization techniques
(e.g., text visualization) as well as critical and ethical perspectives on
data and their visualization (e.g., processes of data collection and prepa-
ration [46], uncertainty [81]); design educators might focus on the data
representation processes and the impact of design choices [34]; com-
puter scientists and mathematicians might emphasize algorithms and
statistics—or not. While this diversity accounts for richness, educators
can feel challenged to come out of their comfort zone and respond to
new topics and learner diversity (see PPL2). There seems to be little
literature that helps prepare educators to embrace the diversity of (disci-
plinary) backgrounds while overcoming domain biases and knowledge
gaps [29]. Educators would benefit from research that asks:
Q1: How do we establish who teaches data visualization, understand
how they do it and how they succeed?
Q2: How can we understand the effects of an educator’s background on
teaching philosophy, goals and methods?
Q3: How can we develop educational offerings that support a wide range
of backgrounds, methods, and goals?

PPL2: Leveraging and catering to learners’ diverse back-
grounds, goals, and needs—While learners can align in their
goals and skills, they remain rich individuals and different

learning needs exist [6, 22, 33, 38]. Differences that impact learning
experiences at all ages include visible and non-visible disabilities,
such as dyslexia, which some of our students highlighted in relation
to Lego-based constructive learning activities. While anecdotal, it sug-
gests a need for further research (see Sec. 5). Culture further informs
and shapes visual representations from reading direction to symbolic
meanings of color and images but also critical and ethical discussions
about data and their representations [40, 47, 121]. Other factors that
influence topics and methods taught include educational level, abil-
ity to commitment, and individual goals. For example, different
professional needs (e.g., uses visualization as part of their work, or
simply needs help with a specific task such as designing a dashboard

or using a specific tool) might invite different visualization learning
experiences. Eventually, visualization courses are increasingly charac-
terized by learners with a range of disciplinary backgrounds, skills,
and values which can be “astoundingly diverse” [48], such as whether
someone can or wants to learn to program.

As we embark upon efforts to broaden, de-colonize, and diversify the
curriculum, it is a challenge for educators to identify and select appro-
priate learning goals (GOALS&ASSESSMENT), methods (METHODS),
and resources (MATERIALS) best adapted to learners’ diversity. There
is an opportunity, if not obligation, to devise specific pedagogical
approaches and resources for diverse, non-homogeneous groups of
learners [48] (see MAT2; GA1), informing our efforts by asking:
Q4: How do we describe learners in visualization, their goals, motivations
and individual needs?
Q5: How can we understand the diversity in learners and what this brings
to their learning and experience?

PPL3: Acknowledging and embracing diversity to allow for
mutual learning—The diversites described in PPL1 and PPL2
pose a challenge to the respective interactions between educa-

tors and learners as well as among learners themselves [2, 14, 103, 117].
For example, educators need to identify and address existing skill
sets and knowledge gaps among learners. Likewise, due to the evolv-
ing and applied nature of visualization, we also have experienced
cases where individual learners contribute valuable knowledge and
lessons which can be both an opportunity and a challenge as learners
and educators get pushed outside their comfort zone, change roles, and
identify their respective skills and contributions to educational expe-
riences. The increase of interdisciplinary, large-scale visualization
courses requires further re-thinking our roles as visualization educators,
the pedagogical strategies we apply, how we cater to learners’ diver-
sity at scale, and enable legitimate participation [85]. Consequently,
we see a need to consider notions of communities of practice [133] and
inquiry [54]. Research is required to establish:
Q6: How do we develop entry points to visualization education that em-
brace learners’ diversity?
Q7: How do we work with learners to co-design goals, methods, and
learning pathways?
Q8: How do we develop ways in which educators and learners learn
from each other?
Q9: How can we develop ways in which learners take an active part in
the education of their peers?

4.2 Challenge theme: GOALS&ASSESSMENT (GA)
Learning goals are important to inform course content and set expec-
tations about what the learner will be able to know and do [59]. They
also inform teaching methods (METHODS) and plan assessment against
more fine-grained learning objectives [98]. Assessment, in turn, effects
learning in a closely related cycle [106]; it can happen during the pro-
cess of learning (formative assessment) to help learners improve, or at
the end for accreditation (summative assessment) [21]. This section
discusses three respective challenges in the context of visualization:
identifying and communicating learning goals (GA1); the fair and
reliable assessment of creative, project-based, and problem-oriented
work (GA2); and fair and efficient assessment across learners and at
scale (GA3).

GA1: Identifying learning goals and designing objectives
tailored to specific groups of learners— There is currently no
agreed-on list or taxonomy of learning goals for visualization

nor a detailed understanding of what skills people need. Some learning
goals relate to theoretic visualization knowledge (e.g., Gestalt princi-
ples, color theory, or Norman’s model of interaction). Others involve
the application of that knowledge (e.g., constructing a dashboard with
Tableau) and technical knowledge about data, algorithms, and pro-
gramming. Some require meta-cognitive capabilities that involve self-
awareness, self-analysis, and critique; creative and problem-solving
skills (e.g., design exploration and evaluation, making design trade-
offs, problem definition, prototyping); and again others may focus on
people skills such as collaboration and communication [21, 45]. In
visualization literature [7,78,88], Bloom’s Taxonomy [24] is frequently
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referenced to develop intended learning outcomes at different levels
of complexity. However, certain learning processes that are typical
for computer science challenge this taxonomy [70]. This especially
happens in visualization, where tasks in lower levels, such as Under-
standing (level 2), also involve processes normally assigned to higher
levels of complexity, such as Evaluating (level 5). Applying the Revised
Taxonomy [82], which captures the cognitive and knowledge dimen-
sions of educational objectives, can help define learning goals tailored
to both learners and the discipline of visualization [78]. Mapping educa-
tional offerings to existing taxonomies is likely to reveal what educators
in visualization do, how this compares, where the gaps are, and how
well this theoretical model applies to the field. However, educators
need to strike a balance between what they think is necessary to
know about visualization and those diverse learners’ (PPL2) goals.
We need to know:
Q10: How can we develop learning goals specific to data visualization,
including for diverse groups of learners?
Q11: How to evaluate assessment methods for these learning goals?

GA2: Assessing creative, project-based, and problem-
oriented work in a fair and efficient manner—Many of the
goals and skills mentioned in GA1 are hard to assess because

they involve qualitative judgment, factors that might be unknown
to the educator, or simply decisions about fairness. For example,
group work makes it hard to assess individual contributions, especially
in interdisciplinary groups where students might develop different
skills. Assessing design rationales further requires context and many
factors to be taken into account for a fair assessment. Work-based
learning [102], through placements and internships offers diverse ap-
plied learning experiences that must be assessed fairly and consistently.
Biggs and Tang note that qualitative assessment is often criticized for
being “’subjective’ and ’unreliable”’ [21]. But ‘subjective’ does not
need not be ‘unreliable’, to which end Biggs and Tang offer strategies
for subjective assessment that is transparent, fair, and reliable.

A further challenge here is assessing learning at distance outside
traditional classroom teaching, e.g., where learners learn visualization
tools and methods over an extended period of time [5] or already bring
different skills. Fairness is an issue, especially in the case of applied
visualization problems that involve diverse data sets, require students
to choose different tools and may involve different collaborators and
settings. Inviting students to use their own data sets or use existing
real-world data sets [39, 125] makes a fair assessment difficult since
different data sets of varying complexity may have been chosen. In
cases where learners are given the freedom to choose a specific tool, fair
assessment is difficult because of the different efforts required to master
each tool. Educators may also lack the knowledge and experience
to support learners in using and learning the wide range of tools and
frameworks best suited to their task.

The challenge is to adapt and adopt strategies to the multi-
disciplinary visualization education context, but little empirical ev-
idence exists for assessment in visualization. A recent study by Beasly
et al. [18] showed that peer review in visualization classes can provide
students with multiple perspectives on their project, support active learn-
ing and engagement with course content and visualization terminology,
as well as inspire students through exposure to other students’ work.
However, the same study suggests the nature of peer review makes it
best suited for formative evaluation. We need to rethink our reward
systems in formal education if we want to address these challenges in
assessment and know more about:
Q12: How do we assess skills related to creativity, problem-solving, col-
laboration, and group work in data visualization?
Q13: How do we assess learning in diverse, varied, informal, and work-
based education scenarios?
Q14: How do we assess learners working with different (self-selected,
personal) datasets, technologies, collaborators or organizations?

GA3: Assessing learners’ work at scale and distance— In
the case of a single learner, an educator can invest time to
know them and their background, help when they struggle, and

assess how much they were able to achieve. In large classes, such
qualitative and individual assessment is time intense as educators read

through design rationals, understand sketches, understand iterations,
critique visualizations, click through interactive prototypes, and write
qualitative feedback. Formative feedback must be returned in a
timely manner to be of value to a learner, especially in projects that
require constant iteration and milestones [125]. One option to manage
marking and supervision loads is through group work or peer review
[18] as discussed above. Eventually, we need to provide feedback and
guidance to those learners we have no direct contact with, e.g., those
people wanting to use sophisticated visualization and visual analytics
systems [5]. We need to ask:
Q15: How do we provide feedback that is transparent, fair, high-quality,
and timely when teaching at scale or distance?

4.3 Challenge theme: MOTIVATION (MTV)
Motivation is essential to effective learning at various levels [122]. We
found many of our learners in visualization to be highly motivated,
wanting to improve their analytical capability, understand design, and
learn good visualization examples and practices. Despite this, our
experience led us to identify challenges in motivating educational estab-
lishments to offer visualization courses (MTV1) and in maintaining the
motivation of those who have embarked upon such courses (MTV2).

MTV1: Communicating the need for visualization educa-
tion—In our experience, people have different ideas of what
visualization is and what it means to them. This can range

from making ‘pretty pictures’ to using tools like PowerBI or Tableau,
improving figures for a paper, building dashboards, designing novel vi-
sualization tools, researching visualization, or creating data art. While
some people think visualization is ‘cool’ or necessary, they may un-
derestimate the complexity, science, skills, and methods in visual-
ization. Yet, the notion that visualizations are intuitive and understood
with little effort is not always true.

To support this understanding, we need more persuasive real-world
examples where we can demonstrate the impact of misinformation
with loss of money, loss of time, and effect on people’s health. Perhaps
looking more broadly into other disciplines, such as Human Factors
engineering and searching for use cases of data visualization, can be a
potential solution. Likewise, a challenge is to convince people, orga-
nizations (e.g., universities, industry), and policymakers to invest
time and money in visualization education and encourage people to
take these courses. For example, although some aspects of data visu-
alization literacy, such as reading graphs in mathematics or sciences,
are often taught in schools, there is yet not enough formal training in
visualization in schools for young learners [6, 38]. We need research
that helps us understand:
Q16: How to better communicate goals, levels, expectations, and prereq-
uisites to diverse groups of learners?
Q17: How do we understand and respond to the factors that motivate
people to engage with visualization learning?
Q18: How do we capture and share visualization success stories and
understand what made them a success?

MTV2: Retaining motivation during learning visualiza-
tion— We found people from different backgrounds need to
catch up on knowledge and skills from the missing domains

(e.g., graphics, programming, analysis), while other learners excel in
these skills (PPL2). In our experience, this issue is most common in
gaining a sense of design process and methods on the one hand and
core computer science skills and approaches on the other. While poten-
tially demotivating, this experience can be an opportunity for learners
to engage in meaningful learning communities [133], where they are
expected to and responsible for learning from and with each other based
on their individual backgrounds. In cases where a course involves
project work with milestones, specific project stages may be more
difficult for some learners if they lack the basics (e.g., programming).
Group-work again comes with the risk that some learners may feel
excluded or ‘pushed’ into specific tasks (programming, designing),
rather than being able to learn the skills they lack [30].

One solution to motivate can be to involve learners working with
self-chosen real-world problems and collaborators [39, 125] or letting
learners select tools and technologies to design and create data visualiza-
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tions as discussed in GA2 and as advised by experiential learning [42]
and problem-based learning theory. While we rarely expect students
to arrive with a specific understanding of application domains for vi-
sualization (e.g., health sciences, natural sciences, or communication
studies), such domain understanding presents additional opportunities
to foster communities of inquiry [54]. Offering a learner-centered (free-
form) approach ensures that learners create an artifact with meaning
and purpose [42, p. 67–72] in their research, practice, or personal
life. However, it introduces other challenges, such as the high cost of
assessment (GA3), running courses in this format, and difficulties with
tailoring the course content. Similarly, projects may turn out to be
too complex for the time and resources of the course and learners can
easily underestimate the skills required: data collection, cleaning,
preparation, learning tools (or programming), exploring designs, and
iterating. In particular, this can be a problem in informal and self-
regulated learning where people don’t study full-time but either learn
as they go or take a course after hours in a self-paced manner. We ask:
Q19: How do we embrace learners’ disciplinary and background knowl-
edge in ways that motivate?
Q20: How can we balance flexibility in learning, through free-form,
learner-centered and individualized activity, with educator workload?

4.4 Challenge theme: METHODS (MTH)

Common methods in visualization education include lectures, sketch-
based exercises, brainstorming sessions, design critiques, co-design,
project work, group discussions, game playing [1], tutorials with vi-
sualization tools and programming, peer feedback, project work and
presentations, and many others. This places the activities that learners
do [57] at the center of much of our education methods. An educa-
tor then need to consider how to design [56] for this doing, that is,
to find (or invent!) methods for teaching core skills around visual
representation and interactivity (MTH1), teaching soft-skills required
for visualization (MTH2), and finding solutions for adapting existing
methods and activities (MTH3).

MTH1: Fostering core skills around visual representation
and interaction—Reading, designing, and creating visual
representations of data are core skills in visualization liter-

acy [27, 32]. These skills include reading sophisticated visualization
techniques and choosing among a growing number of visual representa-
tions, creating efficient visual mappings, and choosing and employing
the tools to create and deploy them. These processes come with a
visualization-specific body of knowledge and skills as outlined in our
Introduction and that are highly specific to visualization: visual com-
munication, visualization evaluation, theoretic models and guidelines,
design patterns and processes, etc.

Specific methods to teach these core skills range from general meth-
ods embodied in tools and approaches, e.g., learning novel visualiza-
tion activities through analogy [115] or cheat sheets [132], designing
visualizations by demonstration [138], discussing general visualization
guidelines [43], designing with card decks [61] or practicing research
methods in evaluation [83]. On the other hand, methods can include
specific hands-on visualization activities and workshops that provide
detailed steps how to engage with a given topic [65,80,120,131]. While
potentially tedious to manipulate and unfamilar to many people, data
physicalizations have been shown to better help learn about data and
its representation, compared to using user interfaces to design visual-
izations [66, 136]. Interaction and play can be further strong factors in
learning visualization (e.g., [41]). While many interfaces provide in-
teractive exploration, discovering and learning about the interaction
means provided by such interfaces is difficult because both interaction
paradigms and people’s preferences vary greatly [23, 107, 119]. As a
result, the possibilities for interaction styles and paradigms are large
and often specific to factors such as data type, layout, audience, and
medium, calling for a concept of interaction literacy in visualization [9].
We need to know:
Q21: How do we identify, prioritize, and develop core skills in visualiza-
tion?
Q22: How do we leverage and understand play for data visualization

education?
Q23: How do we support the development of skills and knowledge in
interactive exploration and the use of sophisticated visual analytics tools
and techniques?

MTH2: Developing ‘specific’ and ‘general’ skills and com-
petencies—In addition to the specific focus on visual repre-
sentations and interactivity (MTH1), visualization requires a

wide range of skills and competencies that are more general in their
applicability such as those discussed in GA1: problem solving, critical
thinking, creativity, collaboration, group work, debate and consensus-
finding, project pitching, storytelling, visual design, communication,
analytic thinking. As such, there is scope for developing these skills in
visualization focussed education. This can be achieved through group
projects, self-assessment, project-based assignments [75] or collabo-
ration with external parties, their data, and problems to add some real-
world experience to visualization scenarios [39, 45, 125]. Alternatively,
educators may focus directly on these broader skills and competencies
through visualization activities that engage learners with visualization
topics [20, 31, 64] (MTV2 & GA3). Here we ask:
Q24: How do we combine core skills in visualization with broader com-
petencies?

MTH3: Adapting methods to learners and contexts—
Methods that work for one group of learners (PEOPLE) or
in one context (ENVIRONMENT), might not work as well in an-

other one. In addition, methods and activities may not scale well with
the number of learners, may not be possible in a given environment
or context, or a particular data set may not support certain activities.
This makes re-using methods challenging even across instances of the
same learning activity and limits innovation in developing and using
methods. We need empirical evidence to answer:
Q25: How can we describe, collect, and share the range of activities and
methods available for data visualization education?
Q26: How do we substantiate the activities and methods that work well
for individual learners, groups of learners, and diverse contexts?

4.5 Challenge theme: LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS (ENV)
As a learning environment we describe where and under which condi-
tions learning happens. This can include in-person, online, or hybrid
settings for formal learning (structured and organized by an educator) or
informal (self-regulated, open, unguided); traditional classroom based
settings or work-based learning; and can vary in number of learners,
educators and their ratio. All these factors inform methods (METHODS)
and the learning experience, interactions between learners and edu-
cators (PEOPLE) and their respective social relationships [109, 130].
Here, we discuss environments in general (ENV1), as well as online
and hybrid environments in particular (ENV2).

ENV1: Providing environments for hands-on, creative,
and collaborative work—Practical and hands-on activities
(METHODS) often require dedicated spaces and equipment

such as computers, presentation and exhibition spaces, break-out rooms,
printers, maker labs, etc. However, the available resources are fixed
and cannot easily be altered. Each choice of space has an impact on
the learning experience, for example, in an auditorium, an educator
is spatially separated from the learners, possibly creating unintended
barriers and hierarchy. This can inhibit participation and learners’ abil-
ity to proactively and creatively contribute and engage [85] in critical
activities such as discussing design choices and flawed visualizations
or asking specific questions. In contrast, in a studio space, interaction
between learners and educators can be integrated and activities can be
dynamic, interactive, inclusive, and hence more motivating and cre-
ative [112]. We need to ask:
Q27: How do specific learning environments affect data visualization
education?
Q28: How do we create approaches that leverage the affordances of
specific places, platforms, and other contexts?

ENV2: Using online, hybrid, informal & workplace envi-
ronments—Online teaching brings some benefits to inclusion
(spatial and temporal constraints) especially, for people with

disabilities [26] and when teaching home-learners or professionals who
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participate from the workplace. On the other hand, these environments
prohibit many of our traditional hands-on and social activities so
important in visualization and could (or not [4]) make them less engag-
ing: sketching and sharing sketches, design crits, group discussions,
reviewing ideas and sketches. Learning in the field, through volun-
teering, internships and placements has great potential in mirroring
visualization research methods [60, 123] and providing valuable and
inspiring learning experiences while “enabling the synergy of visual-
ization pedagogy and social good” [125]. We have to ask:
Q29: How do we use technology and distributed settings to deliver edu-
cational experiences?
Q30: How can we mitigate the limitations of distant learning for social
interaction, hands-on activities, and feedback?

4.6 Challenge theme: MATERIALS (MAT)

As material, we consider any artifact (or content thereof) to support ed-
ucation, learning, and training. This can include lecture slides, recorded
video lectures, text books, tutorial outlines, curricula,1 learning goals,
exams and quizzes, positive and negative visualization examples, web-
sites and blogs, guidelines [43], research papers, or descriptions of
visualization activities [64]. While the number of visualization mate-
rials is steadily growing [91], few of them have been created for the
context of education—i.e., with guidance and pedagogic principles in
mind—and it is unclear which of these materials best support particular
educational contexts. This seemingly paradox situation leads to a range
of challenges, starting from finding and evaluating materials (MAT1), to
adapting them (MAT2), to creating materials and sharing them (MAT3),
and creating materials for informal, self-paced learning (MAT4).

MAT1: Finding, evaluating, and adapting materials—
Materials are created by a wide range of people from practice
and education. Each artifact includes different examples and

angles on specific topics and offers different means of engagement
(PPL1). At the same time credibility of materials can vary from estab-
lished media (books, peer-reviewed papers) to tools and posts on the
web. Likewise, material needs to specifically support learners, meth-
ods and the environment of a course. While experienced visualization
educators might be more knowledgeable in the landscape of visualiza-
tion materials, novice-educators and learners might adopt a material
they first found or that was suggested by a colleague. On the other side,
experienced educators might lack incentive to update their materi-
als and methods. Current solutions to finding and evaluating materials
include investing hours of time studying individual materials and
regularly searching for updates. This leads to questions:
Q31: How can we collect, share, and expand the range of materials and
methods for data visualization education?
Q32: How can we substantiate the materials that work well for individual
learners, groups of learners, and diverse contexts?

MAT2: Reusing and adapting materials—Even if there are
many educational resources, they may need to be customized
to specific teaching environments, require content update or

include annotations by educators. For example, an educator might
want to highlight specific content, ask their learners a question, include
additional references, explanations, or examples. However, some for-
mats and artefacts are more difficult to adapt than others. e.g., videos.
Visualization activities might require entire redesign to adapt them
to specific learners and time budgets. On the technical level, adapting
teaching materials also requires having access to editable versions.

Accessibility of learning material can be limited through the type
of media (e.g., online video, hard-copy books, interactive applications,
virtual reality), their legal status, or human factors. While many visual-
ization resources are entirely free or available through education packs,
e.g., tools like RAWGraphs2, others are only available as demo versions
and otherwise involve a charge, which can be prohibitive. Likewise,
some materials are by definition inaccessible to people with deficien-
cies, disabilities, or technological barriers, such as reliable internet,

1http://education.siggraph.org/resources/visualization/
education

2https://www.rawgraphs.io

specific hardware, voice-only videos, colored visualizations, or any
visual content in general being inaccessible to the blind. Eventually, we
need to consider aspects of waste and environmental sustainability
in (re)using educational materials. Besides paper copies and internet
streaming, this is particular imminent in activities involving construc-
tive visualization [66] or physicalization workshops [67] that demand
3D-printed tokens, paper, or wooden objects and which often may
be discarded after an activity. We need research to address questions
around this re-use:
Q33: How can we share materials for data visualization education in
ways that are as accessible and inclusive as possible?
Q34: How can we support, promote and encourage the re-use of materi-
als and move towards environmental sustainability?
Q35: How can we develop frameworks for sharing and re-using materials
for data visualization education?

MAT3: Creating and updating materials—When materials
are unavailable or unsuitable an educator needs to create their
own material. Or, as a rapidly changing field [103] there simply

are no materials available for novel topics, e.g., visualization and
AI, responsive visualization, or visualization in immersive and situated
environments. The lack of materials makes it harder for these topics to
propagate into courses and activities. While incredibly time-intensive,
creating one’s own educational materials can be extremely rewarding
and beneficial to both educators and students. Teachers learn through
doing, too. Bespoke materials offer the most flexibility to adapt to a
given learning scenario and will provide the educator a portfolio of
artifacts to reuse and adapt in their continuing practice. However, visu-
alization can require a lot of interactive, visual, and active materials:
visualization examples, schema, code, data sets, interactive applications
and tools, and activities that engage with design thinking and critical
processes. This in turn can require specific software and equipment
(e.g., for high-quality video recording), skills and time. Research ques-
tions can inform our efforts:
Q36: How can we create, modify and maintain bespoke materials?
Q37: How can we identify and address gaps in data visualization educa-
tion provision and develop materials that support this activity?

MAT4: Creating materials for informal, self-paced learn-
ing—Worksheets, guidelines, cheatsheets, videos, and text-
books are good materials for informal and self-paced learning

but specific materials that help with specific tasks, decision-making
and iteration are rare. Examples of learning visualization by doing,
through engagement with personally relevant data sets and supporting
people in their daily visualization tasks, and materials that support
them [108] are few. The guidelines that do exist are hard to apply
in individual settings through self-paced learning. Perhaps, technol-
ogy that can make recommendations in bespoke contexts and provide
feedback on progress offers some potential here. For example, a tool
may recommend a color scheme or interaction, respond to visualization
design choices [97] and perhaps point to additional learning materials
as required. But we need research to support efforts:
Q38: How do we develop intelligent tutoring systems for visualization
that provide bespoke feedback and guide learners in their education?

4.7 Challenge theme: CHANGE (CHG)
Developments in technology and knowledge in visualization are often
sudden and variously bringing new opportunities as well as challenges.
Recent examples include the availability of large language models as
well as leaps in the development of generative AI in general [135];
but also include innovation around display and interaction devices for
immersive environments [49] and portable devices; novel visualization
guidelines [76], novel tools, or novel educational methods [125]. On
the other side, some of what we know about visualization and ways
that we use it become less valuable or even obsolete as technology
(especially AI) is increasingly applied to activities that have previously
required human effort. Given the time and resources that go into
acquiring skills and knowledge, as well as designing materials and
methods to support this learning, change is a significant challenge to
many educators. This section discusses specific challenges related to
AI (CHG1), and adapting and overcoming inertia to change (CHG2).
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CHG1: Understanding the role and effects of AI—Openly
accessible AI is at the forefront of the thoughts of many at
present. It can interpret and create data, code, and graphics,

and perform highly credible analysis on large data sets. This is enabling,
offering exciting possibilities for visualization and analytics, most ob-
viously by building upon research in which increasingly sophisticated
recommender systems capture domain knowledge (e.g., [17,90,94,100])
that can help with MAT4. But the tools that are emerging are able to
code, synthesize, design, analyse and critique in increasingly sophis-
ticated and useful ways. This is likely to have disruptive effects on
visualization, how it is used, and how educators support this use, that
are far wider than influencing design decisions. This leads to a series
of related questions with increasingly deep connotations that challenge
our approaches and assumptions to their foundations. We ask:
Q39: How do we conduct reliable assessment of learners’ competencies
when AI can outperform students in the kinds of tasks traditionally valued
in data visualization education?
Q40: How do we determine appropriate use of and needs for data visu-
alization as technology changes the discipline and its practice?
Q41: How do we revise the competencies associated with data visual-
ization education as technology changes the discipline and its practice?

CHG2: Overcoming inertia and adapting to change—AI
is unlikely to be the only change that impacts visualization
and its education. Actively identifying changes in technology

and society to which educators must respond is quite a challenge, as
is doing so appropriately, in a timely fashion and in light of other
constraints—particularly time. We need research to understand:
Q42: How can we develop and engage in futuring activities for data
visualization education to identify and react to change?
Q43: How do we develop and support approaches to education and
educational systems that are relevant and robust in light of change?

5 OPPORTUNITIES AND CALL TO ACTION

The comprehensive set of challenges related to data visualization educa-
tion and the individual research questions (Q1-Q43) give some insights
into the current state of visualization education and its open issues.
Our seven themes—PEOPLE, GOALS&ASSESSMENT, MOTIVATION,
METHODS, ENVIRONMENT, MATERIALS, and CHANGE—should be
seen as lenses, rather than taxonomic groups: the themes reflect factors
important to planning, understanding, and evaluating learning, while
leaving room for overlap and prioritization. While many of these chal-
lenges occur beyond visualization—e.g., learner’s diversity (PPL2),
assessing creative and problem-solving skills (GA2), or challenges in
creating material (MAT3)—we deemed these challenges important in
visualization and describe how they unfold in the specific context of
data visualization. Other challenges—such as motivating the need for
visualization (MTV1) and teaching visualization core skills (MTH1)
are more specific to our domain. In the remainder of this section, we
use these challenges and research questions to discuss how we move
forward from here to create better education in visualization.

O1: Embrace DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
Embrace diversity, equity and accessibility in visualization
education to develop diverse knowledge that can be applied
to diverse problems by diverse people (educators and learn-

ers).—Diversity has been identified as a recurring thread across all
challenges; from the diversity of angles on visualization education, the
diversity of learners (PPL2) and educators (PPL1), to the diversity of
material (MAT2, MAT3, MAT4) and methods (MTH1, MTH2, MTH3).
In these contexts, we had discussed diversity mainly as a challenge,
however, embracing diversity and inclusion are imperative to in-
clude the multiple perspectives, topics, ideas, and applied problems
within the topic of visualization—especially if visualization wants
to be a discipline of exposing and “making things visible”, scrutiniz-
able, and understandable in an objective, accessible, and transparent
manner. We want to celebrate and support opportunities for research
across different disciplines, perspectives, and backgrounds [92]. This
could offer educators critical and equitable methods to reconsider and

adopt cross-disciplinary pedagogical strategies, critical conversations
and questions about diversity, inclusion, and accessibility in the future
of data visualization teaching and learning praxis.

While there is some diversity among us authors and our students (e.g.
culture, gender, backgrounds), our experiences and perspectives are
grounded mostly in academic settings (undergraduate, postgraduate)
with limited experience working, e.g., with children, older adults, or
people with disabilities. Our challenges are also written from the
perspective of educators, especially in academia, missing experiences
from educators outside of academia. Eventually, our group of authors
represents a mostly Western perspective on visualization and education,
while many of our learners are from other regions. That means that we
are inevitably missing perspectives that are essential to this discussion.

In a recent study, Firat and Laramee [51] review gender differences
in spatial cognition and suggest measures to facilitate an inclusive
visualization classroom: clarity of both oral and written content, oppor-
tunity for supplementary discussion, clarity of assessment and feedback
process, discussion of common visualization examples, individually
tailored data collection and visualization projects, incorporating a range
of interaction and visualization technologies. However, in addition to
taking into account demographic diversity (i.e., age, gender, ethnic
and socio-economic background), we need to consider other facets of di-
versity: cognitive diversity (e.g., consideration of different knowledge
structures such as different learning strategies and cognitive styles),
disciplinary diversity (e.g., consideration and appreciation of various
skill sets and a dynamic exchange of different disciplinary perspec-
tives) and functional diversity (e.g., consideration of different roles
students take on campus such as teaching assistant or roles they assume
on group projects such as design instead of programming) [53]). Our
call-to-action invites consideration of all these factors as we seek to
design meaningful and accountable learning experiences and inclusive
and accessible visualization artifacts.

We see many opportunities for research, such as developing the-
oretical frameworks specifically aimed at visualization education
across disciplines [92]. Other opportunities include, for example, co-
designing teaching and learning environments in data visualization,
co-teaching, and developing long-term relationships with leaders
and experts in equity, diversity, inclusion and accessibility across
communities of practice. These opportunities and partnerships may
deepen and broaden the scope of this developing work in data visual-
ization classrooms and laboratories. Such collaborations could also
inform the design of equitable data collection methods to get feedback
from our learners about equity, diversity, and inclusion initiatives in
data visualization classrooms. Our preliminary survey in Sec. 3.1 could
be used to better understand current states and practices in visualization
education beyond the set authors of this paper.

O2: Build COMMUNITIES

Build interdisciplinary communities for exchange and dis-
semination—To promote diversity and inclusion and to better
understand which approaches work, as well as to help dissem-

inate practices in visualization education, we need to foster interac-
tions between disciplines, practices, and communities. Connecting to
networks of practitioners could help engage with people and organi-
zations in practice to understand their approaches to visualization as
well as their need for education. From our own experience we know
that there is a huge potential for continuous professional development
(CPD) with companies and working professionals. Examples of such
networks include the DataViz Society,3 Graphic Hunters,4 or a wide
range of local data visualization meetups. In fact, some of these com-
munities already provide resources and activities around education in
the widest sense, such as tool collections (DataViz Society) and invited
public lectures (Graphic Hunters).

Connecting to educators and policy makers in education beyond
academia could help understand teaching and to inform visualization
education on a societal level, i.e., within the landscape of school edu-

3https://www.datavisualizationsociety.org
4https://graphichunters.nl
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cation and CPD (MTV1). Eventually, it is imperative to engage with
the academic education communities to cross-fertilize research and
adopt accepted research methods (O3).

To that end, we need academic and non-academic, physical and
online platforms to exchange knowledge, experience, evidence, ma-
terials, activities, and guidelines. For example, the Eurographics con-
ference has a dedicated education paper track, the Design Research
community has a call for Futures in Design Education by the Educa-
tion Special Interest Group5 and in 2023 both Information+6 and the
IEEE VIS 1st EduVis workshop [77] explicitly invite submissions on
visualization education.

O3: Conduct RESEARCH
Provide actionable guidance and theory for all educators
through evidence-based research and reflection—Research
is core to address challenges in visualization education and this

paper has surfaced several research questions to inform theories, hy-
potheses, and creative solutions. We need reliable empirical evidence
about the effectiveness of our approaches, reported in ways that are
open to scrutiny and enable close and conceptual replication [28], in
order to understand what works, how much and under which circum-
stances. Empirical evidence will help educators make better decisions
in their education planning. This will be helpful to those new to educa-
tion or visualization and without education training. Such a framework
should provide guidelines and possible solutions (education design
patterns?) for planning and conducting educational activities starting
from specific visualization activities, to courses and curricula, as well as
help formulate higher-level theories of visualization education. We
must also embark on “theory borrowing” from related educational
fields such as computer science, design, or human-computer interac-
tion. For example, to inform the design of education, we could start
asking questions such as Who, What, Why, When, and Where. Such an
approach might produce the kind of pragmatic mid-level models for
data visualization education that are advocated by Tedre and Pajunen in
their work on the role of theory in computing education research [126].

Now, how do we plan and conduct rigorous research in visual-
ization education? While some of the research questions mentioned
in this paper could be solved with methods from human-computer
interaction and user-centered research, others require methods from
the fields of psychology, pedagogy and education. This includes
addressing ethical issues in research around working with potentially
vulnerable populations such as children, elderly, or disabled persons
as well as testing different and replicable conditions in educational
settings [28]. Papers that report on empirical studies in visualization
education provide excellent starting points (e.g., [18]) but as is typical
for human-centered research, it will take a long time and many studies
involving a diverse range of people and settings to provide actionable
evidence on the impact of specific teaching approaches.

O4: Act AGILE
Establish mechanisms for future-thinking and ensuring
that visualization education is dynamic, adaptable and
relevant in light of changes in society and technology—

Ultimately, the educational community, and particularly the parts of
it that are closest to the research community, needs to ensure that
its outcomes, curricula, and methods for learning and assessment
remain fit for purpose in an increasingly dynamic world (CHG2),
in other words, that we educate people in the skills that will remain
useful to them in any possible future. But, given our investment in
knowledge, skills and education, do we have the means to detect and
address the need for change? As the technological and societal land-
scapes shifts, the educational landscape must adapt with it to ensure
that it develops effectively, is fit for purpose (and people) and is not
held back by social or technological inertia (CHG2). This will require
concerted collaborative efforts to conduct and share research and
transfer this into educational offerings, future thinking (such as that on

5https://shorturl.at/gjmR8
6https://informationplusconference.com/2023

the relationship between visualization and AI [135]), engagement with
those who can identify the needs for skills and knowledge and embrace
change, and flexibility at all levels—in courses, curricula, classes, and
from all parties—institutions, accrediting bodies, educators, and learn-
ers. Important opportunities and challenges for research and education
will emerge, and COMMUNITIES and RESEARCH development will have
important roles: as a community, we will need to think deeply, act
swiftly, and research effectively if we are to continue to empower
learners and use visualization to do so.

O5: Relish RESPONSIBILITY
Acknowledge the impact of education on the future and
take responsibility to shape this future—All authors of this
paper are passionate visualization educators, and our dedication

to furthering this topic is evident in this paper and the twelve months
of dedicated discussions that preceded it. However, as academics,
we have to balance our time between multiple demanding activities,
including teaching, research, and administrative duties. From this
perspective, teaching can feel like a chore, and time constraints often
make us fall back to teaching visualization in the ways we are used to,
rather than allowing time for reflection and re-designing our courses
(MAT3), methods of teaching and assessment, and teaching materials
accordingly (CHG2).

However, we want to end with a reminder to ourselves and our read-
ers to understand teaching as a privilege and a responsibility; a
responsibility that goes beyond learners’ individual futures, but respon-
sibility for the future of our discipline—visualization; education not
only embodies the knowledge, methods, and culture of a discipline and
presents these to the world, but it influences the skills, principles, and
values that both learners and educators will use to shape the future of
that discipline: many of us have experienced that teaching and engag-
ing with learners is an extremely gratifying experience that can be an
inspiration to advance our own knowledge and skills (PPL3), reflect on
our personal values, help define our discipline, and inform how these
values are manifested in our research and teaching [3] in ways that may
develop into new (research) ideas. Such sentiments are, for example,
voiced in notions of communities of practice [85] and inquiry [54, p.
53–66], which can serve as inspiration for both course design, and
more broadly, in nurturing learning environments, such as research labs
and other off- and online learning communities. Therefore, we need
to promote stronger links between research and education-related
discussions and make the topic of education and related contributions
visible, in particular, at academic venues (see O3: Community).

6 CONCLUSION

The 19 challenges, 43 research questions and 5 opportunities in this
article, aim to map current challenges in visualization education, to ex-
pose visualization education as an emerging field, to share perspectives,
to stimulate discussion, and to help reflect on visualization as both
a practice and research field. This article is a call-to-action without
intending to prescribe solutions in a highly dynamic and diverse field.
Rather, it aims to celebrate the richness of the field of visualization edu-
cation by claiming the space and providing opportunities for research to
address these challenges. We want to learn with, and from, the diverse
perspectives of learners and educators in our multidisciplinary field
and hope this will help foster a culture for visualization, an inclusive
community, and a framework for rationalizing decisions for the many
ways in which education creates interactions between the discipline,
people, and the future.
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